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Science for 
Circular
Design solutions that do more 
with less material, advancing a 
global circular economy.

Science for 
Climate
Innovate to decarbonize 
industry, accelerate global 
climate solutions and improve 
our environmental footprint.

Science for 
Community
Create a more positive 
world through science and 
inspire people to join us.

Our sustainability 
promises stand across 
science and society
At 3M, we strive to unlock the power of people, ideas and science to re-imagine what’s 
possible. Our clear goals and ambitious long-term strategies are aimed to direct our efforts 
to areas where we can make a significant impact. Building our global capabilities and diverse 
technologies, we created our Strategic Sustainability Framework to focus on three priority 
areas that align with shared global needs. 

All products that enter 3M’s new product commercialization process must have a 
Sustainability Value Commitment demonstrating how they drive impact for the greater good.

Increasing our 
ambitions
3M has aligned its Strategic Sustainability Framework
and goals with the UN Sustainable Development Goals
to follow through on our ambition to improve lives.

In 2021, 3M announced it expects to invest approximately $1 billion 
over 20 years to accelerate new environmental goals: achieve carbon 
neutrality, reduce water use at its facilities, return higher quality water 
to the environment after use in manufacturing operations and reduce 
dependence on virgin fossil-based plastic.

Learn More about 3M Sustainability Initiatives: https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/sustainability-us/

1 2019 is the baseline measurement year
2 Expands our previous commitment, which is aimed to reduce water use by 10% between 2015 and 2025
3  Expands our 2025 goal to stay below 50% of our 2002 baseline, meaning 3M’s 2030 Scope 1 and 2 emissions will now be reduced 

more than 85% from 2002 levels
4 Established in 2021 to drive trend and trajectory progress over time

10% by 2022 
20% by 2025
25% by 2030

3M will install state of the art technology by 2023, 
and be fully operational by 2024, to return higher 
quality water to the environment after use. 

50% by 2030
80% by 2040
Carbon neutral by 2050

Water Reduction1,2

Water Quality1

Plastic4

Carbon Reduction1,3

Reduce dependence on 
virgin fossil-based plastic 
by 125M pounds by 2025.



Scotch® Box Lock™ 
Packaging Tape

Post-it® Flex 
Write Surface 

Post-it® Notes 

Scotch™ Cushion Lock™ 
Protective Wrap

This tape is made to stick securely to 
all box types, including 100% recycled 
cardboard boxes. It is manufactured 
with a solvent-free adhesive in a zero-
waste-to-landfill facility.

This product can transform work surfaces 
into a whiteboard. You can write on it with 
both permanent and dry erase markers, 
then clean with just water – No harsh 
chemicals are needed!

All notes are recyclable and are 
made from either recycled paper or 
paper that comes from trees grown 
in sustainably-managed forests.

This product is a sustainable alternative 
to plastic cushion wrap, made with 
100% recycled paper, making it 
recyclable with standard paper.

Building sustainability 
into our 3M 
Consumer Brands

Office Products

Post-it® Super Sticky 
Recycled Notes

Scotch® Magic™ 
Greener Tapes 

In the Consumer Business, 3M is working to make our products, manufacturing 
operations and packaging more sustainable. Here’s how:

These notes are made with a plant-
based adhesive (67% by weight) and 
paper that contains a minimum 30% 
post-consumer recycled content.

The adhesive in this product contains 
66% plant-based material and tape 
made from 53% plant-based material. 
Its dispenser and core are made from 
100% recycled plastic.



Filtrete™ Basic and 
Clean-Living Air 
Filters

Scotch-Brite®

Greener Clean
Scrub Sponges

These metal-free filters help reduce 
landfill waste and allow for recycled 
content, without compromise to 
filtration performance.

These sponges are 100% made from 
plants and recycled content.

Home Care Products 

Scotch-Mount™ 
Indoor Double-Sided 
Mounting Tape 

Filtrete™ Smart 
Air Purifiers

ScotchBlue™ Original 
Painter’s Tape #2090 

This tape is formulated to adhere 
to modern paint chemistries while 
reducing solvent emissions during the 
manufacturing process.

You can automatically adjust the fan 
speed based on air quality, so your 
device only runs at higher fan speeds 
when needed, saving energy.

This painter’s tape uses solvent-
free coatings to help reduce factory 
emissions.

Home Improvement Products

Meguiar’s® Ultimate 
Waterless Wash
and Wax
This is a ‘mist on, wipe off’ car wash that 
eliminates the need for a hose or bucket. 
The innovative chemistry removes the 
need for water.



3M™ Thinsulate™ 100% 
Recycled Featherless 
Insulation
This technology was designed by 
scientists to reuse recycled plastics 
and help reduce waste on the planet. 
It is 100% recycled featherless.

Nexcare™ Duo 
Fabric Bandages

Nexcare™ Max 
Hold Waterproof 
Bandages

These bandages are manufactured using 
a solvent-free adhesive that delivers an 
all-day hold and a pain-free removal.

These waterproof bandages use durable 
film to stay on for up to 48 hours of 
protection against dirt and germs.

Consumer Health and Safety Products

Scotch-Brite® 
Advanced Scrub 
Dots Scrubbers
These advanced scrubbers resist odors, 
rinse clean and are made with 75% 
recycled content, giving America’s #1 
Sponge Brand 3X the scrubbing power2.

Scotch-Brite® Swift 
Scrub Bathroom 
Buildup Remover
This powerful scrubber outlasts 4 eraser 
pads1, and works with just water or vinegar 
— no harsh chemicals needed.

1 Compared to Mr. Clean Magic Eraser Extra Durable pads on tough soils
2  Advanced Scrub Dots 2-packs compared to the leading temperature-reactive sponge in warm water based on lab developed studies 

measuring scouring ability after repeated use

3M™ Particulate 
Respirator 9513
This respirator can help reduce airborne 
particulate exposure when used as 
instructed. With a convenient and 
disposable design, it can be used in 
crowded places, airplanes and everyday 
moments to help filter airborne particles 
such as PM 2.5, smoke particles, 
airborne pollen and other allergens. 



This program was designed by GreenBlue’s Sustainable Packaging Coalition to 
provide consumers with clear instructions for recycling packaging materials. 
This membership supports 3M’s efforts to improve the Sustainability of our 
products and packaging.

Within the 3M Consumer Business,
we continue to expand the use of
How2Recycle® labels onto more
packages every year.

Sustainable Packaging 
and Manufacturing 

Achieving Zero 
Landfill Status

Removing 
Problematic Plastic

Improving the recyclability of our packaging is one way that 3M is working 
to advance a circular economy that designs out waste, keeps products and 
materials in use, and integrates more renewable raw materials. To support this 
initiative, the consumer business will transition to 100% recyclable or reusable 
consumer packaging by 2030, with an interim milestone of 80% by 2025.

After working to find outlets 
for numerous waste streams, 
the 3M Hutchinson, Minnesota 
Plant achieved this important 
status in 2020.

In the Consumer Business, we’re 
working to make all of our packaging 
recyclable, removing plastics like 
PVC as part of these initial steps.

Putting Recycled 
Content to Good Use

Member of How2Recycle® 

Recyclable Packaging
Scotch-Brite® Greener Clean Non-Scratch 
Scrubbers are made with 100% recycled 
content, with at least 75% post-consumer 
recycled PET (no glue or dyes). Their 
packaging is designed to be fully recyclable.

Scotch-Brite® Advanced Scrub Dots 
Non-Scratch Scrubbers are made with 
75% recycled material. Their packaging 
has 100% recycled content that is fully 
recyclable and non-plastic.



Social Impact
The 3M Consumer Business Group extends its sustainability efforts for greater 
social impact. Here’s how:

How Scotch® Painter’s 
Tape Helped Transform 
a Basketball Court to 
Inspire a Community

3M Consumer Business and 
Habitat for Humanity

Collaborative Support for 
Responsible Forestry

Scotch® Painter’s Tape teamed up with 
Project Backboard, NBA star Taj Gibson 
and artist Steph Costello to upcycle run-
down basketball courts and provide a 
vibrant and welcoming gathering space 
for local community members.

To drive greater equity in our communities, 3M has set new equity-related 
commitments within each of our business groups.

As part of its focus on addressing the homeownership gap, the 3M Consumer 
Business Group will partner with organizations like Habitat for Humanity 
to help remove barriers that could prevent underrepresented groups from 
entering the homeownership pipeline. As part of this collaboration, 3M is also 
leading meaningful product innovation that helps make a house a home.

3M CEO Mike Roman (right) participating in a Habitat for Humanity build.

Since 2020, 3M has supported American Forest Foundation’s Sustainable 
Forestry and African American Land Retention Program. Eight community-
based organizations located across the southeastern US connect African 
American landowners to established networks of forestry support 
to increase income and resiliency by turning their family forests into 
sustainable economic and conservation assets.
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